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Abstract

The present study aims to test a model in which basic psychological needs (BPN)

satisfaction in physical‐sport activity contexts is associated with self‐determined

motivation, which, in turn, would predict the social inclusion of people with intel-

lectual disabilities. A total of 286 people with intellectual disabilities (53.5% men)

who reported engaging in physical‐sport activities responded to a validated ques-

tionnaire about the satisfaction of their BPN, motivation (using the Self‐
determination index [SDI]), and social inclusion. A Pearson's bivariate correlation

and structural equation modeling were conducted. The resulting model was rean-

alyzed in a multigroup analysis to test its invariance across self and proxy reports.

Positive associations were found between the satisfaction of the BPN and the SDI.

However, the SDI and social inclusion were positively associated only in proxy re-

ports (βself = 0.07 vs. βproxy = 0.30). The tested model established positive re-

lationships between the BPN and SDI in autonomy (βself = 0.21 vs. βproxy = 0.18),

competence (βself = 0.47 vs. βproxy = 0.53), and relatedness (βself = 0.21 vs.

βproxy = 0.23). Further research is needed to understand the factors leading to

discrepancies between participants and proxies when relating the SDI to social in-

clusion in the context of physical‐sport activity. However, the results obtained

suggest that it would be optimal to develop contexts of practice for people with

intellectual disabilities in which the satisfaction of their BPN is favored and that this

has a positive impact on their motivation and social inclusion.
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Highlights

� In the context of physical‐sport activity practice, the satisfaction of basic psychological

needs in people with intellectual disabilities seems to be associated with developing more
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self‐determined motivation, with a strong association found between competence satis-

faction and self‐determined motivation.

� Self‐determination index appears to have a positive relationship with the social inclusion of

people with intellectual disabilities in physical‐sport activity contexts.

� Discrepancies have been found between the perceptions of people with intellectual dis-

abilities and proxies regarding the terms of this relationship, necessitating research to

understand better the factors that may be generating such discrepancies.

1 | INTRODUCTION

Social inclusion is a relevant indicator of quality of life, and it is

recognized as a dimension involving the performance of community

roles, participation in community activities, or the development of

volunteering and social support (Schalock & Verdugo, 2007).

Fostering social inclusion promotes health and well‐being (World

Health Organization, WHO, 2012) and counteracts “social exclusion,

economic poverty and lower education achievements of poorer

health outcomes” (Hästbacka et al., 2016, p. 2). Therefore, social in-

clusion should be a right for all people.

While relevant for everyone, the importance of people with in-

tellectual disabilities' (PWIDs) participation in cultural and social

activities is particularly important, given the barriers that this pop-

ulation usually finds to create meaningful connections with society.

PWIDs often do not have proper access to essential public services

and daily activities that promote their inclusion in society (Louw

et al., 2020). Interestingly, the United Nations Convention on the

Rights of People with Disabilities (CRPD) emphasized the importance

of participation in cultural activities, recreation, and sports

(CRPD, 2006). The reason behind the recommendation of engaging in

sports is linked with the numerous benefits of regular physical‐sport

activity for physical and mental health (WHO, 2018) and can be

translated into an increase in quality of life. Specifically, there is

scientific evidence placing physical‐sports activity as a catalyst for

general health and social inclusion in particular in PWIDs. In this vein,

different studies have found that when PWIDs participate in sports

programs or other physical activities, such as dancing or activities in

the community environment, they are more likely to develop social

interactions and social inclusion (Aujla & Needham‐Beck, 2020; Bota

et al., 2014).

Social inclusion in physical activity contexts has been suggested

to be influenced by motivational patterns (Cecchini et al., 2013). The

role of motivation in the explanation of social and behavioral patterns

in physical activity‐related contexts has been frequently addressed

from the perspective of Self‐determination theory (SDT), which is a

dynamic macro‐theory that examines the extent to which human

behavior is driven by self‐motivation and self‐determination (Deci &

Ryan, 1985). This theory states that the type of motivation a person

exhibits will be determined by the degree of self‐determination the

person has. In order to obtain a single comprehensive indicator of the

self‐determined motivation of a person, the SDI (or Relatively

Autonomous Index) has been used (Grolnick & Ryan, 1989; Standage

et al., 2006; Vallerand & Losier, 1999). This index reflects the degree

to which a person is more or less self‐determined in the achievement

domain (Connell & Ryan, 1984). In this way, SDI varies as a function

of three different types of motivation: autonomous, controlled, or

lack of motivation (amotivation). Depending on the self‐
determination level of behaviors, autonomous motivation is

composed by intrinsic motivation (higher self‐determination), related

to the inherent pleasure of doing something or identified regulation,

associated with the alignment of personal values. Likewise, controlled

or extrinsic motivation refers to a commitment to an activity to

achieve something, but not as an end in itself. It can be divided into

introjected regulation, related to internal pressures to avoid feeling

guilty, or external regulation, given by an external demand imposed

by the social context or to avoid punishment. Finally, amotivation is

characterized by a complete absence of motivation, where individuals

have no intention of acting and often experience frustration. Ac-

cording to the SDT, intrinsic motivation is the most desirable and

long‐lasting form of motivation.

This theory also postulates three basic psychological needs

(BPN), autonomy, competence and relatedness, whose satisfaction is

essential to promote self‐determined motivation and other adaptive

outcomes such as life satisfaction or engagement. According to the

principles of SDT, contextualized in contexts of physical activity and

sports, the satisfaction of autonomy is associated with the feeling of

freedom to decide, for example, in the athlete's decision‐making

during the training process or the freedom to express feelings and

opinions (Ryan, 1995). In this sense, coaches can support autonomy

by showing interest in athletes' preferences, offering them a relevant

space for decision‐making or fostering a climate in which athletes can

freely express their feelings. As for competence, it refers to the

perception of feeling capable of tackling the exercises proposed by

the coach, therefore generating a feeling of achievement (Ryan &

Deci, 2002). In this case, coaches can support their athletes'

competence by providing structure, setting clear expectations, or

adapting tasks to the athletes' skills. Lastly, relatedness is defined as

the degree to which individuals experience a secure sense of

belonging and connection with others in their social environment

(Baumeister & Leary, 1995). In this case, the coach can show support

for the relationship through creating a climate where coaches are

empathetic and understanding with their athletes. Most of the

related research has been developed among people without intel-

lectual disabilities (Alvarez et al., 2021; Leo et al., 2022; Standage &

Ryan, 2020; Vansteenkiste et al., 2023). However, evidence
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highlights the relevance of meeting BPN among PWIDs (Frielink

et al., 2018) as this has been associated with an increase in psycho-

logical and physical well‐being in various life domains (Bartholomew

et al., 2011; Ryan et al., 2008) and influencing the exercise adherence

for individuals (Kang et al., 2019).

Even though motivational processes are widely accepted to be

closely related to social experiences, the literature is scarce in

addressing these hypothesized relationships among PWIDs. More-

over, while social inclusion seems to be a crucial dimension for the

well‐being of PWIDs (Verdugo et al., 2012), to the best of our

knowledge, the influence that motivational patterns in this popula-

tion might have on their social inclusion has not been explored yet.

The aim of the present study is thus to test a model in which BPN

satisfaction in physical‐sport activity contexts is associated with SDI,

which, in turn, would predict the social inclusion of PWIDs.

On one hand, it is expected that satisfying BPN in PWIDs in

physical‐sports activity contexts will have a positive impact on the

SDI, as has already been studied in individuals without intellectual

disabilities. On the other hand, this positive influence on the SDI is

expected to lead to more self‐determined motivating behaviors in

PWIDs, resulting in positive effects on their social inclusion in sports

contexts.

2 | MATERIAL AND METHODS

A cross‐sectional study design was conducted in order to test a

model in which BPN satisfaction in physical‐sport activity contexts is

associated with SDI, which, in turn, would predict the social inclusion

of PWIDs.

2.1 | Participants and procedure

A convenience sampling method was used to recruit the sample

(Dorofeev & Grant, 2006). Sample size was determined following

recommendations by Schreiber et al. (2006) who suggested that the

ratio should be 10 observations to one parameter. Since 21 param-

eters were estimated in the model, a minimum sample of 210 was

required. Considering Wolf et al. (2013) comments on the need and

aiming to account for potential and expected dropout, the sample

size was inflated by 80% to 378. Out of the 378 collected ques-

tionnaires, a total of 68 were discarded as incomplete, and other 19

were dropped due to inconsistencies in the responses.

The final sample consisted of 291 PWIDs, 53.61% (n = 156) men,

45.02% (n = 131) women, and 1.37% (n = 4) who preferred not to

state their gender, aged between 6 and 65 years (M = 28.59;

SD = 11.70). All the participants declared that they practiced some

kind of physical‐sport activity, 69.75% (n = 203) were engaged in

sports, while 50% practiced non‐regulated physical activity. Of the

291 people who participated in the study, 161 answered the ques-

tionnaire self‐reported, while 130 answers were filled in by the

proxies of PWIDs.

All the participants had intellectual disabilities. The 85.3% re-

ported secondary diagnoses associated with their intellectual

disability, being the most frequent Down's syndrome (n = 98;

33.68%) and borderline intelligence (n = 38; 13.06%). In terms of the

percentage of disability issued by the Spanish public administration,

60 participants (20.62%) were given a disability degree between 33%

and 64% (mild), 134 participants (46.05%) presented a disability

degree between 65% and 74% (moderate), and 45 participants

(15.46%) were issued a disability degree greater than 75% (severe). A

total of 47 participants (16.4%) reported not knowing their disability

degree.

The sample was contacted through institutions in the field where

the participants were users. The questionnaires were administered

online and in person between November 2022 and April 2023.

Before completing the questionnaire, all participants were informed

about the project and their rights as participants in the study

(particularly the right to review material and withdraw from the

process). The work followed the guidelines of the ethical principles of

the Declaration of Helsinki and all the participants signed an

informed consent form. The present study was approved by the

Ethics Committee of a Spanish University (ID 2022/46).

2.2 | Instruments

Two versions of the administered questionnaire were designed: self‐
reported and reported by proxy. The self‐reported version was made

in an easy‐to‐read format. Both versions included the following

information:

Sociodemographic variables. Participants were asked about their

age, gender, diagnoses associated with their disability, percentage of

disability, and characteristics of the physical‐sports activity practiced.

BPN Satisfaction and Frustration. A Spanish‐translated version

of the BPNSFS‐ID instrument (Frielink et al., 2018) was used. The

questionnaire was adapted to physical‐sports activity contexts by

replacing the original phrase “In my life…” with “When I do sport…”.

This instrument consists of 24 items and comprises six dimensions

that measure the satisfaction and the frustration of autonomy,

competence, and relatedness needs. All dimensions are measured

with four items. A five‐point Likert scale from 1 (no/totally disagree)

to 5 (yes/totally agree) was used to measure all the items. For this

study, only items measuring satisfaction were considered. Internal

consistencies were satisfactory, with Cronbach's alphas of 0.70 for

autonomy, 0.75 for competence, and 0.73 for relatedness. Confir-

matory factor analysis (CFA) for this instrument is provided in the

results section.

Motivation. The Spanish version of the Self‐Regulation Ques-

tionnaire (SRQ‐SUPPORT; Frielink et al., 2021) adapted to physical

activity and sport contexts was used. This instrument comprises six

dimensions: amotivation, external social regulation, external material

regulation, introjected regulation, identified regulation, and intrinsic

motivation. All dimensions are measured with three items except for

social external regulation, which consists of four items, and material
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external regulation, which consists of two items. A Likert scale from 1

(no/totally disagree) to 5 (yes/totally agree) was used to measure all

the items. 5‐point internal consistencies were satisfactory, with

Cronbach's alphas of 0.60 for amotivation, 0.65 for external regula-

tion, 0.64 for introjected regulation, 0.60 for identified regulation,

and 0.65 for intrinsic motivation. CFA for this instrument is provided

in the results section.

SDI was used in this study. SDI is composed of intrinsic motivation,

identified motivation, external motivation, and introjected motivation.

It is calculated using the following formula (Grolnick & Ryan, 1989):

(−2 � External) þ (−1 � Introjected) þ (1 � Identified) þ (2 � Intrinsic).
Social inclusion. The social inclusion dimension from the INICO‐

FEAPS scale (Verdugo et al., 2013) was used. The tool consists of 72

items referring to eight dimensions: self‐determination, rights,

emotional well‐being, social inclusion, personal development, inter-

personal relationships, material well‐being, and physical well‐being.

All dimensions comprise nine items answered on a Likert‐type scale

from 1 to 4 (1 = “never”, 2 = “sometimes”, 3 = “often”, and

4 = “usually”). Cronbach's alpha for the social inclusion dimension

was 0.59.

2.3 | Statistical analysis

All data were subjected to preliminary descriptive analyses using IBM

SPSS Statistics (version 28.0; IBM Corp., Armonk, NY). Pearson's

bivariate correlations were computed to examine the relationships

among the 11 study variables. An inspection of the data sets found no

violations of the assumptions of collinearity.

Structural equation modeling (SEM) was performed to test the

hypothesized sequence. The fit of the observed data to the proposed

mediation model was calculated with the IBM AMOS (version 20.0;

Chicago, IL) using the maximum likelihood estimation method; 5000

bootstrapping iterations were requested to calculate bias‐corrected

90% confidence intervals. The comparative fit index (CFI), the

Tucker–Lewis index (TLI), and the root mean square error of

approximation (RMSEA) were selected to evaluate the model fit.

Concerning CFI and TLI, values greater than 0.90 and 0.95 indicate

an appropriate and excellent fit to the data, respectively (Marsh

et al., 2004). RMSEA and SRMR values of 0.08 or less are considered

acceptable (Browne & Cudeck, 1993). All constructs were deemed

latent variables in the SEM, except for the SDI deemed as an

observed variable, and calculated with the formula presented in the

“Instruments” section. Regarding the latent variables, construct‐
specific parcels were created in cases where the number of items

per construct was higher than three to increase the parameter esti-

mates' stability and improve the sample size ratio to estimated pa-

rameters (Bagozzi & Edwards, 1998). Following Matsunaga's

recommendations (2008, p. 282), three parcels per factor were used

in the analyses. Each parcel was created by pairing stronger and

weaker loading items from the same scale (Little et al., 2002). When

the number of items did not permit the creation of three parcels of

two items, one parcel was created by pairing the strongest and the

weakest items from a scale, and the other items were used as

indicators.

The resulting model was reanalyzed in a multigroup analysis to

test its invariance across participants in terms of differences between

informants (self‐reported and proxies). This testing was achieved by

comparing the unconstrained multigroup model with models con-

straining regression weights and covariances. This analysis was car-

ried out following Byrne's (2001) guidelines. According to the

recommendations of Cheung and Rensvold (2002), a difference be-

tween CFIs (ΔCFI) greater than 0.01 between two models with

different constraints indicates a substantial decrease in model fit.

Estimates for each group were then calculated to explore variations

between models in self‐reported and proxy measures.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Confirmatory factor analyses

BPN Satisfaction and Frustration. The CFA of the adaptation used in

the current study resulted in a good model fit, χ2 (24) = 36.86,

p < 0.001, χ2/df = 1.54, CFI = 0.98, TLI = 0.98, RMSEA = 0.04,

standardized root mean square residual (SRMR) = 0.04, and all in-

dicator loadings were above 63.

Motivation. The CFA of the adapted scale used in the present

study for a five‐dimension solution (external social and material

regulation considered as the only external regulation dimension)

resulted in a good model fit, χ2 (69) = 175.54, p < 0.001, χ2/df = 2.54,

CFI = 0.91, TLI = 91., RMSEA = 0.07, standardized root mean square

residual (SRMR) = 0.06, and all indicator loadings were above 0.52.

3.2 | Descriptive statistics

Table 1 presents the descriptive statistics and bivariate correlations.

Participants generally showed high satisfaction values for the three

BPN, with the relatedness being the variable with the highest scores.

In terms of motivational regulations, it was found that intrinsic

regulation had the highest values, followed by identified and intro-

jected regulations. In contrast, external social regulation and amoti-

vation had the lowest scores. As for correlations, low self‐determined

motivational regulations, such as amotivation or external social

regulation, were negatively related to BPN's satisfaction. It should be

noted that external material regulation was positively associated

with all three BPN.

On the other hand, associations between self‐determined moti-

vational regulations (identified, introjected, and intrinsic) and the

BPN's satisfaction were significantly positive. Likewise, the satisfac-

tion of the BPN correlated positively with SDI. Finally, the associa-

tions between social inclusion with motivational regulations and

competence satisfaction were significantly positive.
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3.3 | Structural equation model

Two univariate outliers (Iglewicz & Hoaglin, 1993) and three multi-

variate outliers (Kline, 2011; Leys et al., 2019) were removed prior to

testing the structural equation model (thus, the final sample was

composed of 286 participants; 153 male). The hypothesized predic-

tive model was tested using SEM in the three BPN and previously

discussed SDI (see Figure 1). The model demonstrated a good fit to

the observed data χ2 (58) = 78.51, p < 0.05, χ2/df = 1.35, CFI = 0.98,

RMSEA = 0.04, SRMR = 0.04. The standardized output for all

structural and covariate pathways specified in this model was sig-

nificant (p < 0.05).

This model was reanalyzed in a multigroup analysis to test its

invariance across the self‐reported and proxies responses. Table 2

presents the fit indices of the three models tested. Configural

invariance is observed, while the unrestricted model shows adequate

fit indexes. This means that the number of factors and their associ-

ation with the different indicators is similar in both groups. However,

the decrease of 0.057 in the CFI when adding the restriction of

regression weights and covariances indicates the absence of struc-

tural invariance (i.e., the association between the latent variables is

not considered equivalent in both groups). Comparing the stan-

dardized regression weights in the metric invariance model (with

restriction on factor loadings) shows that the association between

the SDI and social inclusion is not significant when the participants

themselves respond (β = 0.07; p = 0.607) but is significant when

proxies respond (β = 0.30; p = 0.019). The adjusted R2 of the SDI

variable in the proposed model showed similar rates in the group

answered by participants (67% of variance explained) and by proxies

(74% of variance explained). In the case of the explained variance of

social inclusion, it was 1% for the participant‐response group and 9%

for the proxy responses.

4 | DISCUSSION

This study aims to test a model to predict the social inclusion of

PWIDs according to which BPN's satisfaction in physical‐sport ac-

tivity contexts would be associated with SDI, which, in turn, would

predict social inclusion.

Most part of the hypothesized associations were fully confirmed.

According to the findings from the SEM, it was suggested that when

PWIDs feel that their BPN are satisfied, they are more likely to

experience self‐determined motivation. While there is countless ev-

idence of this association among people without disabilities in

physical‐activity‐related contexts, the literature is scarcer for PWIDs.

However, existing studies addressing the analysis of self‐
determination in this population point out that the psychological

mechanisms proposed by SDT tenets are applicable to PWIDs

(Frielink et al., 2018; Vicente et al., 2020). Research has shown that

contextual variables aligned with autonomy satisfaction, such as

choice opportunities, can predict self‐determination scores (Weh-

meyer & Garner, 2003).

Moreover, this autonomy domain has been shown to be particu-

larly influential when opportunities are provided at home. According to

the choice theory (Glasser, 1998; Wehmeyer & Schwartz, 1998), self‐
determination is associated not only with making choices and de-

cisions but also with expressing wishes and needs and pursuing the

realization of choices and needs. The present study adds to the existing

literature by providing evidence on the association between autonomy

TAB L E 1 Mean, standard deviation and bivariate correlations in study variables.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

1. Autonomy 1 0.54** 0.24** 0.40** −0.07 0.02 0.36** 0.30** 0.54** 0.55** 0.15*

2. Competence 1 0.29** 0.33** −0.04 0.05 0.34** 0.32** 0.43** 0.50** 0.23**

3. Relatedness 1 0.13* 0.08 0.06 0.13* 0.43** 0.19** 0.29** 0.04

4. SDI 1 −0.64** −0.67** 0.32** 0.12* 0.56** 0.62** 0.02

5. Amotivation 1 0.54** 0.01 0.25** −0.07 −0.04 0.18**

6. External social

regulation

1 0.19** 0.31** 0.10 0.07 0.19**

7. External material

regulation

1 0.36** 0.57** 0.61** 0.25**

8. Identified regulation 1 0.48** 0.53** 0.24**

9. Introjected regulation 1 0.73** 0.24**

10. Intrinsic regulation 1 0.25**

11. Social inclusion 1

M (SD) 3.79

(0.75)

4.01

(0.72)

4.09

(0.91)

2.89

(0.56)

2.46

(1.09)

2.33

(1.03)

3.50

(1.05)

3.81

(0.93)

3.72

(0.89)

4.18

(0.84)

2.49

(0.44)

Note: N = 29.

**p < 0.01, *p < 0.05.
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satisfaction and self‐determined motivation in physical‐activity con-

texts. Thus, providing opportunities to engage in voluntary actions with

the required support seems to be an important step for regulating

agentic actions within the context of physical activity.

Aside from autonomy satisfaction, competence satisfaction also

emerged in the present study as a predictor of self‐determined moti-

vation. Interestingly, this psychological need showed the strongest

association with self‐determined motivation. This link, frequently

found among the general population in physical activity contexts

(Vanconcellos et al., 2020; Vlachopoulos et al., 2010), is of particular

interest in PWIDs. According to the support model of Thompson

et al. (2009), PWIDs experience a mismatch between their personal

competence and environmental demands more often than other peo-

ple. This results in an intensification of support needs. Such support,

defined as the resources and strategies that enhance human func-

tioning (Thompson et al., 2009), is specifically meaningful in physical

activity contexts in which participants face cognitive and physical de-

mands. Adapted physical activity might be the most evident expression

of competence support for PWIDs (Reina, 2010). In this case, aspects

such as the complexity of rules, number of participants, or equipment

are adapted to meet participants' competence more realistically.

Lastly, relatedness satisfaction was also found to be positively

linked with self‐determined motivation. This finding also aligns with

previous research suggesting that when PWIDs feel fulfilled with

their relatedness need, they are more likely to experience

autonomous motivation (Frielink et al., 2018). The need for related-

ness includes feeling connected and taking care of and by other

people, and such feelings can be easily fostered through physical

activity experiences in which participants interact among themselves.

In a recent study carried out by Franco et al. (2023), it was found that

PWIDs who practiced sport rated higher their interpersonal re-

lationships in the physical activity context than those who were

engaged in non‐regulated physical activity. Previous works have

suggested that sports can be a valid tool to improve interpersonal

relationships (Moeijes et al., 2019). In this vein, it has been previously

suggested that participation in a sports activity or a guided training

program promoted feelings of empowerment and self‐confidence

(Bota et al., 2014). This seems to be particularly true when young

adults with intellectual disabilities interact with their peers without

disabilities during these activities (Asmus et al., 2017; Bota

et al., 2014). Inclusive physical activity is defined as a context in

which PWIDs participate actively and effectively in any physical ac-

tivity at the maximum level their abilities allow (Ocete, 2021). The

fostering of such practice that entails the participation of people with

and without disabilities is a common global trend, being the subject of

numerous studies such as that of Ocete et al. (2024), where they

analyzed the impact of an inclusive basketball campus on the self‐
efficacy of practitioners with and without disabilities, concluding

that the effect of carrying out inclusive practice can positively in-

fluence the self‐efficacy of players with and without disabilities,

F I GUR E 1 Results of the structural equation modeling. *p < 0.05; NSR = 158; NProxy = 128.

TAB L E 2 Fit indices of tested models in the multigroup analysis.

X2 d.f. X2/d.f. CFI TLI RMSEA SRMR

Unconstrained model 137.26 117 1.17 0.981 0.975 0.025 0.030

Structural weights 281.26 141 2.00 0.870 0.856 0.059 0.066

Structural covariances 293.07 147 1.99 0.865 0.857 0.059 0.066
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facilitating these spaces the interaction between young people with

and without disabilities.

The confirmed associations between the three BPN's satisfac-

tion and self‐determined motivation among PWIDs support the

claim that autonomy, competence, and relatedness needs are

fundamental for optimal human functioning in physical activity

contexts. Competence is the need that has received greater atten-

tion when providing physical activity opportunities for PWIDs.

However, findings in the present study point out that the actions in

these settings should not exclusively focus on the mismatch be-

tween the personal competence of PWIDs and environmental de-

mands but also on pursuing the satisfaction of the needs for

autonomy and relatedness.

The second part of the predictive model tested in the present

study was the hypothesized relation between SDI as a predictor of

social inclusion of PWIDs. It is interesting to highlight that the results

obtained demonstrated a positive relationship between the SDI and

the social inclusion of PWIDs when the proxies responded to the

questionnaire acting as their reference persons. However, this rela-

tionship was not found when the PWIDs responded to the ques-

tionnaire themselves. These results could be attributed to the

different perceptions that PWIDs and reference persons may have

regarding the same situation.

This idea contrasts with previous studies that advocate for the

importance of supporting PWIDs in decision‐making through an

external person who interprets their expressions or intentions

(Watson, 2016). Similarly, other research supports that significant

others (proxies) can successfully decode and validate the expressions

of PWIDS while considering their abilities, interests, preferences,

skills, and values (Nicholson et al., 2021; Nieuwenhuijse et al., 2019;

van Tuyll van Serooskerken et al., 2022). In this same line, previous

studies by Claes et al. (2010) and McVilly et al. (2000) found no

differences in responses between PWIDs and proxies when assessing

quality of life from a standardized approach.

In contrast, there is scientific evidence supporting the difference

in perceptions between PWIDs and proxies when assessing various

variables that make up the construct of quality of life (Balboni

et al., 2013; Berástegui et al., 2021; Schmidt et al., 2010). Specifically,

Berástegui et al. (2021) found differences in the perceptions of social

inclusion, as reflected in the results of the present study. This

discrepancy may be due to various factors, including the informant's

knowledge of the individual with intellectual disability (Schmidt

et al., 2010). Another determining factor could be the diagnosis

presented by the person with intellectual disabilities or their level of

dependence. Vicente et al. (2020) report that the greater dependence

exhibited by individuals with intellectual disabilities, the more

external support and opportunities they receive. Proxies may

consider this a reflection of higher levels of self‐determination and,

therefore, perceived more social inclusion. Hence, the level of

dependence and, consequently, the support received could be

determining factors in the relationship between SDI and the social

inclusion of PWIDs. However, further research on the topic is

necessary to draw well‐founded conclusions.

4.1 | Practical implications

In practical terms, the present study sheds light on various issues

related to the physical activity practices of PWIDs.

Firstly, it appears that satisfying the BPN of PWIDs in physical‐
sports practice contexts has positive effects on their motivation and

social inclusion. Thus, it is essential to promote the satisfaction of

autonomy, competence, and relatedness for PWIDs in sports settings,

as this could lead to an improvement in their overall quality of life.

Among the strategies found to promote the satisfaction of BPN,

the training of professionals responsible for the physical activity and

sports environments of PWIDs stands out. This training of coaches,

trainers, and teachers is crucial for them to learn how to support and

satisfy the BPN. Such training should focus on assimilating strategies

to support the three BPN. For example, to support autonomy, it is

necessary for the coach to allow the athlete to progress at their own

pace, stimulate their curiosity, or provide additional resources to

facilitate autonomous learning. To achieve competence satisfaction,

the coach should learn to provide appropriate challenges, set self‐
referenced goals, give demonstrations with specific guidance, or ask

questions to improve understanding. Lastly, concerning relatedness,

it would be highly beneficial for the person responsible for the

physical‐sports practice to show a positive attitude, demonstrate

understanding towards the athlete, and inquire about their progress,

well‐being, and feelings.

Additionally, given the disparity in results obtained regarding the

relationship between motivation and social inclusion depending on

the source of the response (self‐report vs. proxy), a new line of action

is opened. It would be of interest to ask both PWIDs and their

caregivers to obtain different perspectives on the same reality and be

able to contrast them when it comes to make management decisions

affecting PWIDs.

4.2 | Strenghts, limitations, and future research

This study adds to the existing literature by exploring the role of BPN

and the motivation on the social inclusion of PWIDs. The study is

nevertheless subject to some limitations.

Firstly, it is important to note that in this study, only the BNP

satisfaction scale was utilized since the study was focused on the

bright side of the motivational sequence. However, it has been

proved that BPN thwarting can also play an important role in the

explanation of behavioral outcomes. In future research, it would be

interesting to also employ the BPN frustration scale to analyze its

relationship with motivation and inclusion among PWIDs. Likewise, it

is also necessary to acknowledge the weak levels of reliability and

acceptance of the scale as a note of caution for readers when

interpreting the findings of this study and generalizing the conclu-

sions drawn.

Other limitation is the lack of theoretical consensus on whether

proxies' perceptions accurately reflect the perceptions of PWIDs.

There is literature supporting both realities. It appears that there is
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agreement in some situations and under certain approaches, but

under other approaches and considering certain variables, no solid

relationship is found. That is why there is a need for research on the

factors determining discrepancies, with possible factors including the

level of dependence of PWIDs, the presented clinical diagnosis etc.

Likewise, it would be interesting to address this issue with a quali-

tative approach to understand the main stakeholders' opinions and

obtain additional subjective information about the factors that may

be causing the mentioned discrepancies.

Furthermore, some aspects are linked to the type of physical

activity or the context where the physical activity is practiced, which

are likely to affect social inclusion and have not been considered in

the present study. Future research could explore whether certain

conditions might be moderating the association between motiva-

tional patterns and the perception of social inclusion in PWIDs.

Finally, future research could propose the design of an inter-

vention program aimed at enhancing autonomous forms of motiva-

tion among PWIDs within physical‐sports activity contexts. This

intervention program could be based on a classification system of

motivational behaviors, such as the one recently developed by

Ahmadi et al. (2023). Additionally, its effectiveness could be tested to

assess its impact on improving the motivation levels and participation

of PWIDs in physical activities.

5 | CONCLUSIONS

The hypothesized model tested in the present study has been partially

confirmed. In the context of physical‐sport activity practice, the

satisfaction of BPN in PWIDs seems to be associated with developing

more self‐determined motivation, with a strong association found

between competence satisfaction and self‐determined motivation.

Similarly, in these contexts, SDI appears to have a positive relationship

with the social inclusion of PWIDs. Discrepancies have been found

between the perceptions of PWIDs and proxies regarding the terms of

this relationship, necessitating research to understand better the

factors that may be generating such discrepancies.
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